Site completes:
1) Registration form
2) Eligibility and Feasibility form
3) WHO Situational Analysis to Assess Emergency and Essential Surgical Care
4) Obtains local approvals

Site activated by GO SOAR central coordinating team following training of local team in data collection and entry.

Prospective surgical data entry commenced for a minimum of 30 consecutive days.

30 day follow up post operatively to identify surgical morbidity/mortality.

Data entry points:
- Centre demographics, patient demographics, FIGO staging, surgical modality, intraoperative morbidity/mortality, tumour resectability, histopathology, imaging, genetic testing, multidisciplinary team meetings, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, seniority and training of lead surgeon.

Data entry points: 30 day post operative morbidity/mortality (Clavien-Dindo classification).

Data validity checks.